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Game Development and Production (Wordware Game Developer's Library)Wordware Publishing, 2003
 Writing comprehensive design documents, accurately estimating tasks and schedules, setting up a comprehensive QA planthese are all important aspects of the game development process that are often underplanned. Game company executive Erik Bethke provides a guidebook...
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Coaching Handbook: An Action Kit for Trainers and ManagersKogan Page, 2003
Coaching is proving itself to be the most popular and most effective technique in the field of learning and development. Managers are constantly being reminded that coaching is an important part of their role in getting the best from staff, while trainers are increasingly being called upon to coach individuals in a variety of aspects of both...
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Memory as a Programming Concept in C and C++Cambridge University Press, 2003
The overwhelming majority of program bugs and computer crashes stem from problems of memory access, allocation, or deallocation. Such memory-related problems are also notoriously difficult to debug. Yet the role that memory plays in C and C++ programming is a subject often overlooked in courses and books because it requires specialized knowledge...
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Photoshop Elements 3 For DummiesFor Dummies, 2004
Do you want to rearm Venus de Milo, shave Uncle Harry’s beard, or turn gray skies to blue? Have at it with PhotoshopElements 3 For Dummies, your guide to enhancing the effect, fixing the flaws, or adding artistic effects to your photos. You’ll discover how to:
	Import and organize your photos     

...
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Windows NT Win32 API SuperBible (Other Sams)Waite Group Press, 1997
Windows NT Win32 API SuperBible is the perfect resource for programmers who want comprehensive, updated coverage of all Win32 APIs, as well as detailed information specific to the newest Windows NT functions. This book lets you look up the specific Win32 API call you need, when you need it. Concise descriptions detail what you need to know about...
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MCSE Self-Paced Training Kit (Exam 70-298): Designing Security for a Microsoft® Windows Server(TM) 2003 NetworkMicrosoft Press, 2004
Ace your preparation for the skills measured by MCP Exam 70-298—and on the job—with this official Microsoft study guide. Work at your own pace through a system of lessons, practice exercises, and design activities.

Maximize your performance on the exam by learning how to:

	Document the impact of business and...
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Frommer's New Zealand (Frommer's Complete)Frommers, 2010

	Written by a New Zealand resident, and full of personal insights and opinions, this guide takes you to one of the world’s most exciting ecotourism destinations! It’s much more complete and in-depth than its major competition.


	Whether you’re dreaming of hiking along the Marlborough Sound, trout fishing in Lake...
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Finite Element Analysis of Antennas and ArraysJohn Wiley & Sons, 2008

	The Most Complete, Up-to-Date Coverage of the Finite Element Analysis and Modeling of Antennas and Arrays


	Aimed at researchers as well as practical engineers—and packed with over 200 illustrations including twenty-two color plates—Finite Element Analysis of Antennas and Arrays presents:

	
		
			Time-...
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The Art and Science of HDR Imaging (The Wiley-IS&T Series in Imaging Science and Technology)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Rendering High Dynamic Range (HDR) scenes on media with limited dynamic range began in the Renaissance whereby painters, then photographers, learned to use low-range spatial techniques to synthesize appearances, rather than to reproduce accurately the light from scenes. The Art and Science of HDR Imaging presents a unique scientific...
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Designing SCADA Application Software: A Practical ApproachElsevier Limited, 2013

	Automation systems, often referred to as SCADA systems, involve programming at several levels; these systems include computer type field controllers that monitor and control plant equipment such as conveyor systems, pumps, and user workstations that allow the user to monitor and control the equipment through color graphic displays. All of the...
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C++ Without Fear: A Beginner's Guide That Makes You Feel SmartPrentice Hall, 2015

	If you’ve always wanted to learn how to program a computer, or to learn the widely used C++ programming language in particular, C++ Without Fear, Second Edition, offers...
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Responsible Management of Information SystemsIdea Group Publishing, 2004
This book discusses the question of how information systems can be used and managed in a responsible manner. Normative problems such as intellectual property, privacy, power distribution, etc., are at the heart of many of the problems faced by users and managers of information systems. Responsible Management of Information Systems...
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